
Chapter 82

(y'all, fasten your seatbelts. We're revving o  now.) a7

.

"W-" I stutter, not being able to make my tongue comply in my dry

mouth as I stare, incredulously, my brain completely short-circuiting. a2

"Cat got your tongue?" She smirks that annoying lopsided smirk of

hers as she watches me like I am but a halfway decent comedy sketch

someone has dragged her to see.

"What - are you..." I close my eyes for a second, wondering if this is

my mind playing a trick on my sleep-deprived state and I've finally

lost the plot. Either that or I've fallen asleep and this is an incredibly

vivid dream. If so, well done brain.

"Full sentences, please. I can't read minds like your girlfriend."

"But - Nat..." I open my eyes again, Natasha still very much sitting on

my couch, being very much not dead. Her hair is di erent -shorter,

but other than that, she looks the same. Maybe a little more worn. a18

"Why are you so surprised at seeing me?" She takes in a deep inhale,

looking around my embarrassing apartment, a disinterested look on

her face as I can do nothing but stare.

"Because you-" I begin incredulously but she cuts me o , clearly not

listening to me.

"I know we haven't seen each other in what? Like seven, eight years?

Right? But you must've known that you and Wanda just disappearing

like that-"

"Wait." I hold out a slightly trembling hand and Natasha's lips purse

together at my interruption, but she stays silent, her eyebrows rising

slightly on her forehead.

"I'm sorry; I think I might be hallucinating, at this point." I turn

around with a nervous chuckle to face Darcy, who is standing slightly

behind me, leaning against the wall with her arms crossed, a small

smile on her face as she watches Natasha.

"What a lovely imagination you have, then." Darcy quips at me, her

smile widening. "Natasha Romano  and little old me in your

apartment... lucky gal."

"No, stop," I shake my head, frowning, too tired to find her amusing.

Darcy's smile grows even more. "You're not - this isn't weird to you at

all?"

"Well, the people you run around with ba le me constantly, but I've

learned to not question it too much."

"But she's-"

"She is right here and getting impatient." Natasha's voice sounds

slightly irritated and I give Darcy another pleading look which she

shrugs at, so I turn around to face Natasha again, alone in my

bewilderment.

"It's not that I'm not happy to see you-"

"Well, I wasn't expecting a hug, but..." Natasha says, a smirk growing

on her lips and I can't help my lips twitching in amusement.

"You're not dead." I blurt out and Natasha actually cannot help the

look of surprise that flashes across her face at my words. a3

"Alright, Liv. You're perceptive." Darcy comments and I can imagine

her rolling her eyes at me.

Natasha's eyes narrow as she watches me, smoothly getting o  the

couch and stepping closer to me. I swallow nervously, my mind

racing about a million miles an hour without finding any reasonable

explanation as to why Natasha Romano  is standing two feet away

from me, staring at me with an unamused expression on her face. a3

"Why would I be dead?" Natasha asks me, her voice low.

"I- you-" I stutter awkwardly, sneaking a glance at Darcy who just

pulls a face. a1

"You're still mad about me besting you in training?" Natasha breaks

out into a triumphant smile, giving me a wink and I hu .

"No."

"Right. Sore loser." Natasha pats me on the shoulder and takes a step

around me. "Let's go."

"What?" I turn on my heels.

"I thought you'd want in on busting Hydra, no?" Natasha says in a flat

voice as if she's asking me whether I'd like to go to the grocery store.

"What?" I lamely reply, not processing the situation at all.

A look of annoyance flashes across Natasha's face and she sighs

dramatically.

"Steve said I should ask, but..."

"Steve?" I echo, a weird feeling starting to spread through me.

"Steve's alive?"

"Yes." Natasha looks at me like I've finally lost the plot. Which I think I

might have. a4

"Geez, what's your obsession with death?" Darcy mutters.

"I'm not obsessed." I frown. "Just... I didn't think I'd see either of you

again."

Natasha looks mildly concerned at the shi  in my voice, but just as

she goes to open her mouth a police siren goes o  outside of my

apartment complex on the street down below. I feel my insides turn

to ice and I hurry over to the window above the couch, peering down

below.

"Shit." I exclaim, seeing two police cars and a black car screech to a

halt outside.

"You on the run from the cops now?" Darcy laughs as I turn around to

face them again.

"Yes." I say, matter of factly, and Darcy's smile drops. "I need to just

get..."

I hurry o  into my bedroom, quickly grabbing my wallet and

passport, and then I run back out to where Darcy and Natasha are

looking at me like I am certifiably insane.

"Ok, get a move on!" I hastily exclaim, my voice tense. "I'll explain

later!"

To my great relief, neither woman argues, Darcy just quickly grabs her

bag and coat (and annoyingly enough the doggy bag filled with

pancakes from the fridge too), and we all quickly exit my apartment,

which I don't even bother locking up behind me. There's nothing in

there of value to me anyway. Natasha and Darcy stall a little by the

stairs, and I realize we will most probably run into the FBI if we go

down that way.

"Here." I tersely pull them towards the other end of the long hallway.

We hastily run to the other side of the hallway, where a small

staircase is located. It's not used by residents, but in my paranoia, I

figured out a way to pick the lock easily a few years back. I quickly

maneuver the lock just right, hearing it click and a small sound of

amusement comes from Natasha right behind me.

"Flight not fight." She mutters and I ignore her jab as I push the

creaky door open, letting them both pass before me. a1

I quickly step through the door, pulling it shut as silently as I can just

as I begin hearing the mu led sounds of boots and heavy breathing.

The door clicks shut and I twirl around, following Darcy and Natasha

who are both already making their way down the echoing staircase.

Our footsteps are way too loud to my liking, and I am surprised we

can't be heard all the way to the top floor. Despite my anxiety, we are

le  to peacefully run down all the way to the ground floor, where

Natasha and Darcy pause in front of the door that leads to the other

side of the building onto a small back street most o en than not

overflowing with garbage and the occasional rat or two.

"Just open it, should be unlocked." I whisper to Natasha who nods,

pushing the door slowly open as my heart tries to rip itself free of its

ribcage of restraints.

Natasha opens the door all the way, stepping out, and Darcy and I

follow. There's a black SUV parked right outside and I feel myself go

weak in the knees. How did they know?

The driver-side window rolls down, and a round-faced blonde woman

leans out, smirking, her ponytail happily swishing behind her as she

makes eye contact with me briefly before looking at Natasha.

"Always go straight to the back." She drawls with a heavy Russian

accent and Natasha hu s loudly. a6

"You're a piece of work." Natasha tells the driver, who just tuts and

looks forward.

"Get in or get caught."

"You heard her." Natasha looks at me and I look back at the car, not

convinced. "Get in, idiot."

I don't have to weigh my options to know the blonde in the car is the

most viable one, although I'm feeling slightly apprehensive. I assume

she can't be with the FBI if Natasha knows her. I ignore my gut and

follow Darcy into the SUV as Natasha slams the door shut behind me.

"Nice to meet you. I'm Yelena." The driver turns around to look at

Darcy and me, giving me a wide smile, her green eyes sparkling

merrily. a2

"Olivia." I mutter as Darcy shakes Yelena's outstretched hand.

Yelena smiles at Darcy, returning to her seat and adjusting the

rearview mirror. My eyes catch hers in it and she smiles again and

hums so ly, not breaking eye contact as Natasha enters the car.

"You're a smiley one. I see why my sister likes you." Yelena says,

looking at me through the mirror and I don't crack a smile, for some

reason not liking her, the revelation of her being Natasha's sister

taking me by surprise. Which I don't show, of course. a1

"I don't like her, Yelena. I barely put up with her presence." Natasha

quips. "Poydem!"

"Khvatit krichat" Yelena rolls her eyes as the SUV suddenly lurches

forward, making my head slam back against the headrest, making me

glare at Yelena, who just winks at me through the mirror.

"Ooops." She says, her accent heavy. a1

"Stop playing and focus." Natasha glares at her sister who laughs.

I lean back in my seat, trying to appear smaller as we turn the corner,

the police cars coming back into sight. Nothing happens though, and

the cars are soon further and further behind us. I turn and watch

them retreat through the boot window.

Finally, I can't see them anymore and I sigh loudly, sitting back

normally. Feeling someone's eyes upon me, I instinctually look up,

meeting the bright eyes of Yelena in the rearview mirror again. I

quickly look away, but it's too late.

"Running from the cops, huh?" She asks.

"Where are we going? Nat?" I ignore Yelena who again hums so ly.

"To Steve's and mine's." Natasha turns around slightly to look back at

me.

"You-"

"Yes, we live together." Natasha answers my unspoken question

looking mildly bored again. Her eyes then trail over to Darcy on my

side.

"You okay, Darcy?"

"Yeah." Darcy answers in a stu y voice. "I get carsick."

I refrain from making a comment on how that's ironic considering her

driving style. Darcy's face is pale enough as it is, and I keep feeling

Yelena's gaze on me, watching me, making me feel rather self-

conscious for some reason.

So instead, I just sit quietly, looking out of the window, not really

paying attention to whatever flashes by outside, the past couple of

days proving far too much for me to process. One minute I'm helping

Hydra find information on Wanda, with Wanda by my side not

remembering me whatsoever, the next minute I've somehow

managed to flee with Wanda to her cabin and then I'm in New York,

trying to return to where I was before all of this, and now I'm in a car

with Darcy, Natasha's sister, apparently, and Natasha, who is very

much living and breathing, on the run from my old employer.

What the fuck.

I allow myself to turn and look at the back of Natasha's red head.

How is she alive? I don't know what happened to her, really, but I

know she died. I know that for certain. Then why is she here, and why

is everyone acting like it is perfectly normal?

Natasha seems oblivious to my thoughts as she exchanges some

words with her sister, but I don't really pay any attention to their

content. My brain feels muggy and slow, each turn of a thought a

tedious task. I somehow have a feeling this must have something to

do with Wanda and me going back in time. This always happens in

movies and stu . We spent too much time with them, we changed the

tide of time. Because we meddled, Natasha didn't die and neither did

Steve. a7

Fuck. What else did we change?

I feel the car slow slightly and I return to the present, trying to push

away the slight taste of sick at the back of my throat. This will all be

fine. I'm not over my head at all. The car comes to a stop, and I hear

the sound of seatbelts being unbuckled. With fumbling fingers I undo

my own seatbelt and open the car door, stepping out on unsteady

legs. a2

We're in Brooklyn, I realize the instant I step on the pavement. The

street is quiet, residential, most people probably already away for

work and in school. The street is dotted with old trees in front of brick

houses. It's so domestic. Not what I would've imagined for Natasha.

I turn around as I notice the rest of the group are already walking up

to one of the houses. I follow in silence, still aware of Yelena's

attention on me. I jut out my chin defiantly, pretending I don't notice

her suspicious glances. We step up a few steps up to a neat house and

Natasha unlocks the front door, stepping aside to let us in.

"Welcome." She says, pride in her voice.

The house is simple on the inside. It's sparkly decorated, but

whatever furniture is allowed is tasteful and unassuming. Natasha

shows us into the living room and Darcy and I sit down on the couch

as Yelena pulls up a chair, sitting down on it with the back between

her legs and she leans her arms on the back of it, her eyes still on me.

I'm feeling myself get slightly annoyed at her.

"Anyone want anything to drink?" Natasha asks, looking around the

room at us.

I shrug and Darcy shakes her head, clearly still slightly unwell from

the journey. Only Yelena looks up at Natasha.

"Yes. Do you still have that good juice? The one with the smiling fruit

on the box?"

"I don't know. Go look." Natasha smirks and lets herself down on the

end bit of the L-shaped couch. "If we do have some get me some as

well."

"Oh you-" Yelena mutters and stands up, the rest of her sentence

dying o  as she shoots her sister a dirty look and stomps o  to the

kitchen.

I watch her leave, aware of how she must be trained similarly to

Natasha, judging by her outfit consisting of cargo pants and a black

hoodie, with ample space to hide knives and other weapons. When

she turns the corner and disappears, I look at Natasha.

"You have a sister?" I ask her, my voice slightly above a whisper, for

some reason.

"Yes." She simply answers. "We didn't get along for a while."

"Right." I say, as if that settles the matter. "And we trust her?"

"I trust her." Natasha clips, clearly bored with this conversation.

"Where is Wanda?"

I hesitate, taken aback by the change in conversation. My heart

constricts slightly at the mention of her name, and I feel a slight

longing in my veins.

"I don't know." I say, bitterness seeping through what I aimed to be a

blaze tone of voice.

"Let's try that again." Natasha sighs, visibly showing she knows I'm

lying.

"I le  her at the cabin she likes to stay at." I o er up as Yelena walks

back into the room, looking sour.

"No juice." She announces to the room and falls down on her chair,

her movements not unlike those of an annoyed teenager.

"And why did you leave her?" Natasha ignores Yelena, who shoots her

an annoyed look before turning her attention to me, leaning her

upper body onto the back of the chair.

"Oh, don't get her started." Darcy sighs, glancing over at me. I shoot

her a look similar to that of Yelena's earlier one aimed at her sister.

"How much do you know?" I frown, looking from Yelena to Natasha.

"Steve managed to get some intel about Hydra having plans involving

you and Wanda." Natasha explains briefly.

"Right." I nod, so confused as to what timeline she's living on, and

how di erent it is from that of my own. "Well, basically, when Wanda

and I disappeared from Stark's, that night of the party, it was because

of Hydra."

"I see." Natasha slowly says, quickly glancing at her sister, but I

cannot decipher the silent exchange between the two of them.

"They want to create super soldiers, but not like Barnes, like Wanda."

I tell her and I can tell this takes her slightly by surprise, the tiniest

twitch in her face gives her away.

"So they took her. Why you?"

"I accidentally touched that weird mist which made me be able to, er,

go back in time, I guess." I awkwardly say. a2

"You can go back in time!?" Yelena asks, surprised, li ing up her head

from her arms and looking at me, amazed.

"I guess. I can't now, for some reason." I tell her and she looks slightly

disappointed. "Anyway, they made Wanda forget me, and I guess they

hoped they could manipulate her to work with them. I got her to take

me to her cabin when we were on a mission, so we escaped. But she

still doesn't remember, so I came back to New York."

"What mission?" Natasha questions me, and I get a quick feeling akin

to that of being interrogated.

"They wanted to break into Stark's database and steal information on

the tests he did on Wanda when we were there. I guess they're hoping

to use that to recreate Wanda's magic, or something."

"Did they get it?" Yelena asks, her eyes trained on me intensely. "The

Stark data?"

"Yes. I think so." I tell her and she looks at her sister.

"You need to take us to Wanda, now." Natasha announces, standing

up as though we are going straight away.

"What? I can't; she's in Europe." I look around, confused.

"So? We've got the quinjet." Natasha looks at me like I'm slow, and

then pulls out her phone, tapping on it a few times then bringing it up

to her ear.

"Why was the FBI trying to get you?" Yelena brings my attention back

onto her.

"All comes back to Wanda, I'm afraid." I tell her with a small smile and

she hums, like she's confirmed some theory she was working on

silently.

"You and her, are what? A thing?" She asks and I feel myself redden

slightly.

"Darling, you're going to get nowhere with this one." Darcy tells

Yelena. "She's thick as a rock when it comes to the witch girl."

"Excuse you!" I cross my arms across my chest.

"Stop bickering." Natasha suddenly says, dropping her phone and

putting it in the back pocket of her jeans. "We're leaving, now."

"But I-" I begin but she clicks her tongue at me.

"I don't care if Wanda can't remember the color of your eyes or your

first words to her, we need to get to her before Hydra. Don't you

realize how vulnerable you've le  her? Imagine if Hydra get her..."

Natasha trails o , leaving the unspoken hanging in the air and my

stomach churns uncomfortably. I know Natasha is thinking of

Wanda's powers, but the thought of the damage they could inflict on

her emotionally, more than they already have... she could forget not

only me, but everything else that makes her human, and then what's

le  but a raging, uncontrollable power? a1

A/N: We meet again! Sorry for the wait, my dog decided I was needed

to hold her chew sticks just as I was in the groove, and writing one-

handed is rather slow... a7

I hope this one was fun to read, I was really debating taking this turn

as it complicates things for me slightly, but hey ho! a6

Anyway, let's go buddy comedy with Liv, Nat, Yelena, and Darcy.

Wanda incoming.... a16

Continue reading next part 
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